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early absorption of the yarn about Shylock might have been

BNthe incentive actuating the gentleman-gamble- r about whom
this tale is written, were it not for the fact that he is not a

WL stuaent. He is in that class with the man who wouldn't send his be-- H

loved a book for a present because, he explained, she had one. So
H his performance will probably be attributed to a natural acquisitive--

ncss outclassing any wolf that ever battled through an Alaskan winter.
H One of the regulars in the poker game at the Alta club departed
H this life edrly in February, and as his demise was rather sudden, he,
H though perfectly good, passed away owing $200 as his contribution
H in his last participation. For the benefit of the weak minded, it

M might be well to explain that in the gentlemen's game which is in
B regular progress at the club, a "banker" is usually selected to settle

H later after the dead and wounded have been removed, and the triumph-H- i
ant have led the way to the mahogany.

m So it happened in the contest I am chronicling. Just before the
H cheques were mailed to the winner, pro rata, the death of one loser oc--
B currcd, and the "banker" in mailing the cheques, did as any gentleman

H would do simply forgot the $200 expecting that the attitude of the
B others would be the same. It was except in this instance, and in this

Pa case the gentleman-gamble- r returned the cheque with a request that
M another be sent him made out for all that was coming to him. Just
B as though regular men would put in a claim on an estate for a $200
M debt of honor contracted by one of. their cronies.
B It is said that the "banker" destroyed the cheque, and notified the

gentleman-gambl- er that he would send another when the money was
M collected from the estate. However, having a suspicion of the identity
M of the "banker," and if I am correct in my idea of who it was, there will
B be no claim made on the estate, for the "banker," besides being square,
M has some high ideals and is nothing if not ethical, so the gentleman--
fl gambler will probably have plenty of time to reflect on his action
fl awaiting the arrival of his winnings. And a man of that stamp be- -
M longs to a gentleman's club.
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H Eliminating the war and politics, all the dispatches the dailies
H carry, you can put in your eye, but scarcely a city paper arrives of late
B that does not contain sad news for those who have personally known
M traveling celebrities, or who have followed their careers The death
B of Tom Karl early in the week in Rochester brings a flood of mem- -
M, ories to old-time- rs, and not such very old-time- rs at that. Barnabee,
M Karl and MlcDonald constituted the trio who made the Bostonians
B famous, and in "Robin Hood" and "The Serenade" they were seen re- -

H peatedly all over the country.
H. The suicide of Frank Oakley, "Slivers," who was last seen here on
H the Orpheum, is another evidence of how heavy a heart may be be- -
Hp neath the raiment of a clown. In the peculiar pantomime of which he
H! was an exponent he had few equals.

'

H Those who bade good-by- e to the flesh some weeks ago are getting
H a trifle restless, and beginning to count the days until the Easter
H parade gets the signal to start.
H Another week has passed without a life saver, unless some prancing
H; models may be excepted, and in sheer desperation, even the stayabeds,
H. the fats and forties, and the generally lazy are taking to out-do- or

H sports, and the advent of summer will see a line up of golf and tennis
H sharks in such numbers as have not convened since the Bible was a

I scenario. The courts at the Tennis and Country clubs are rounding
H into splendid shape, so are the players, and if the enthusiasm is indica- -

H, tive of anything it is that it will be necessary to lay more courts before
H the summer arrives. The spirit is splendid if it only keeps up, and the
H exercise is .great for those who have been either stupid or dormant
Hji since the holidays.

H; Grevious tidings came over the wire from Denver on Wednesday

H . for that part of the smart set who had a fit over Evelyn Nesbit Thaw
Hi when she and Jack Clifford cavorted about the Orpheum stage here re- -
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cently, while her pathetic looking little boy and his spectacular nurse
sat out in front. Mjy, what a crush there was to see the heroine and how
the little sport who grabbed a live one in an earlier day and is now
capitalizing her notoriety with the support of thousands of women all
over the country who ought to know better, is profiting by it all.

Well, it seems that the little dear and the husky dancing partnei
had a street battle in Denver, which was ended by Miss Nesbit saying:
"You can go plumb to hell," following which she strode angrily down
the street. The Colorado Springs engagement of the two was immedi-
ately cancelled and the reason given the people there was that Miss
Nesbit could not stand the altitude. I thought it would be a little high
for the lady used to the lower places in the big city, but isn't it fine
that she didn't blow up here and that our morbid mob had a
chance to instill in the minds of their daughters just how glorious it is
to be notorious?

Was it "C.3.3." in Reading Gaol who said, "So long as my table
was red with wine and roses, what did they care?" The li 3 re
cently brought to mind in observing the attitude of a cluster 3eudo
smart ones who sat" in a qabaret and did not deign to rccognie two
men at an adjacent table, both of whom were much sought after at a
time that is past.

There were several reasons for the estrangement between the men
and the snobs. The men, who are close friends, were great favorites
for a long time when some one was needed to fill in or amuse a dinner
party, or when the tight parvenucs wanted to be sure they they did not
get the check when the social clans foregathered.

It took the two several years to see through this and also to realize
how shallow and meaningless were the lives of those who bridge and
dance and gossip and tipple their little lives away.

At about the same time the smart poseurs began to realize that
the efforts of these men had not been sufficient to keep them apace
financially with those who didn't know how to work, but were splurg-
ing in a picayunish way on their inheritances so the divorce was really
by mutual consent. I think it was Michael Monahan who wrote some-

thing about being told in the beginning that the good God ordained
that some of his human beings should play and more of them should
labor. So it has continued to this day, to the entire satisfaction of the
playing children. It may also be remarked that it is even more satis-
factory to those who are doing something worth while in the world,
or who think they are and who are working at it anyway. There are a '

lot of soldiers in life who aren't in the trenches. There are a lot of
others who are soldiering in society.

There was considerable excitement just before the year began
when the realization came to the debutantes and many other maids
varying in age from fourteen to forty, that this was to be leap-yea- r,

and the society bavardes were very busy figuring out matrimonial pos-

sibilities, the prediction being that the year would be replete with
weddings, and that reticent young ,men who have been hesitating for
a long time would speedily be cornered and grabbed. Perhaps the pro-

cess of grabbing is going on, but nearly three months of the year have
passed and the results to date have been disappointing, to say the least.
There are rumors louder than whispers, that there will be standing
room only on the altar of Hyman from Easter until July. If it is true
society can stand for the excitement, for it is positively lifeless at the
present time.

I know of three important weddings to take place within that time
and there are numerous other engagements in which the principals
will start life together without any special fuss or any great display
of feathers, but unless there are to be more announcements than are
on the tapis at present, a large part of the crop of Easter lilys and
June roses will be. used for decorative purposes other than marriage
feasts. I


